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Abstract
Let X be a curve of genus g � 2 over a number field F of degree d D ŒF W Q�.
The conjectural existence of a uniform bound N.g;d/ on the number #X.F / of F -
rational points of X is an outstanding open problem in arithmetic geometry, known
by the work of Caporaso, Harris, and Mazur to follow from the Bombieri–Lang con-
jecture. A related conjecture posits the existence of a uniform bound Ntors;�.g; d/ on
the number of geometric torsion points of the Jacobian J ofX which lie on the image
of X under an Abel–Jacobi map. For fixed X , the finiteness of this quantity is the
Manin–Mumford conjecture, which was proved by Raynaud.

We give an explicit uniform bound on #X.F / whenX has Mordell–Weil rank r �
g�3. This generalizes recent work of Stoll on uniform bounds for hyperelliptic curves
of small rank to arbitrary curves. Using the same techniques, we give an explicit,
unconditional uniform bound on the number of F -rational torsion points of J lying
on the image ofX under an Abel–Jacobi map. We also give an explicit uniform bound
on the number of geometric torsion points of J lying on X when the reduction type of
X is highly degenerate.

Our methods combine Chabauty–Coleman’s p-adic integration, non-Archime-
dean potential theory on Berkovich curves, and the theory of linear systems and divi-
sors on metric graphs.
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1. Introduction
Let X be a curve of genus g � 2 over a number field F of degree d D ŒF WQ�. The
conjectural existence of a uniform boundN.g;d/ on the number #X.F / of F -rational
points of X is an outstanding open problem in arithmetic geometry, known by [20] to
follow from the Bombieri–Lang conjecture. A related conjecture posits the existence
of a uniform bound Ntors;�.g; d/ on the number of geometric torsion points of the
Jacobian of X which lie on the image of X under an Abel–Jacobi map. For fixed X ,
the finiteness of this quantity is the Manin–Mumford conjecture, which was proved
by Raynaud [44].

In this paper we obtain both kinds of uniform bounds for large classes of curves
where uniformity was previously unknown. To do so, we combine Chabauty and
Coleman’s method of p-adic integration, potential theory on Berkovich curves, and
the theory of linear systems and divisors on metric graphs. The main theorems are as
follows.

THEOREM 1.1
Let d � 1 and g � 3 be integers. There exists an explicit constant N.g;d/ such that
for any number field F of degree d and any smooth, proper, geometrically connected
genus g curve X=F of Mordell–Weil rank at most g � 3, we have

#X.F /�N.g;d/:

The Mordell–Weil rank is by definition the rank of the finitely generated abelian
group J.F /, where J is the Jacobian of X . Theorem 1.1 is an improvement on a
theorem of Stoll [49], which applies to hyperelliptic X . The methods used to prove
Theorem 1.1 are largely inspired by Stoll’s ideas. (See Section 1.1 for a discussion of
Stoll’s results and their relation to this paper.)

There are any number of different ways of expressing the bound N.g;d/. For
instance, in the case F DQ, we can take

N.g; 1/D 84g2 � 98gC 28

by applying Theorem 5.1 with K DQ3 and by using (4.6).
Next, we define an equivalence relation on the set of NF -points of a curve X=F

as follows: we say that two points P;Q are equivalent if mP is linearly equivalent to
mQ on X NF for some integer m� 1. We define a torsion packet to be an equivalence
class under this relation. Equivalently, a torsion packet is the inverse image of the
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group of geometric torsion points of the Jacobian J of X under an Abel–Jacobi map
X NF ,! J NF . Replacing NF with F , one has a notion of a rational torsion packet as
well. As mentioned above, Raynaud [44] proved that every torsion packet of a curve is
finite. Many additional proofs, with an assortment of techniques and generalizations,
were given later by [19], [27], [34], [42], [53], and others. Several of these proofs rely
on p-adic methods, with the method of Coleman being particularly closely related to
ours.

A uniform bound on the size of the torsion packets of a curve of genus g � 2 is
expected but still conjectural. We offer two results in this direction. The first uncondi-
tional result concerns rational torsion packets and is proved along with Theorem 1.1.
To our knowledge, no uniformity result was previously known even in this case for
general curves (for hyperelliptic curves it follows from [49, Theorem 8.1]).

THEOREM 1.2
Let d � 1 and g � 3 be integers. There exists an explicit constant Ntors.g; d/ such
that for any number field F of degree d , any smooth, proper, geometrically connected
genus g curve X=F , and any Abel–Jacobi embedding � W X ,! J into its Jacobian
(defined over F ), we have

#��1
�
J.F /tors

�
�Ntors.g; d/:

In fact, one may take Ntors.g; d/D N.g;d/, the same constant in Theorem 1.1.
Note that here there is no restriction on the Mordell–Weil rank.

The second result concerns (geometric) torsion packets. It involves the following
restriction on the reduction type. Let F be a number field, and let p be a finite prime
of F . Let X be a smooth, proper, geometrically connected curve of genus g � 2
over F . Let X be the stable model of X over an algebraic closure of Fp. For each
irreducible component C of the special fiber Xs of X, let g.C / denote its geometric
genus, and let nC denote the number points of the normalization of C mapping to
nodal points of Xs . We say that X satisfies condition (�) at p provided that

g > 2g.C /C nC (�)

for each component C of Xs .

THEOREM 1.3
Let d � 1 and g � 4 be integers. There exists an explicit constant Ntors;�.g; d/ such
that for any number field F of degree d and any smooth, proper, geometrically con-
nected genus g curve X=F which satisfies condition (�) at some prime p of F , we
have
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#��1
�
J. NF /tors

�
�Ntors;�.g; d/

for any Abel–Jacobi embedding � W X NF ,! J NF of X NF into its Jacobian.

The condition (�) is satisfied at p, for instance, when X has totally degenerate
trivalent stable reduction over Fp. One can take

Ntors;�.g; d/D .16g
2 � 12g/N2

�
.4d � 72g

2CgC1/�1; 2g � 2
�
;

where

N2.s;N0/Dmin
®
N 2 Z�1 W s.n�N0/ >

�
log2.n/

˘
8n�N

¯
: (1.4)

See Theorem 5.5 for a more precise statement.
A uniform bound as in Theorem 1.3 for the size of geometric torsion packets

was previously known (see [19]) for curves of good reduction at a fixed prime p.
This result uses work of Coleman [27], who also deduces uniform bounds in many
situations, still in the good reduction case: for instance, if X=Q has ordinary good
reduction at p and its Jacobian J has potential complex multiplication (CM), then
#��1.J. NQ/tors/ � gp. Theorem 1.3, on the other hand, applies to curves with highly
degenerate reduction, and hence approaches the uniform Manin–Mumford conjecture
from the other extreme. It is also independent of the residue characteristic of Fp.

The full power of the general machinery developed in this paper is needed for the
proof of Theorem 1.3, which is striking in that it uses p-adic integration techniques
to bound the number of geometric torsion points. Whereas Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 only
involve integration on discs and annuli, which was Stoll’s idea, Theorem 1.3 requires
integrating over finitely many wide open subdomains which cover X an and, as such,
is more subtle. (See Section 1.1 below for a more detailed summary of the proofs.)

Remark 1.5
One expects that the Mordell–Weil rank of the Jacobian of a curve is usually 0 or 1. In
practice one needs a family of curves over a rational base to even make this precise.
One therefore often restricts to families of hyperelliptic (or sometimes low genus
plane) curves, in which case there are very recent partial results: see [14] (elliptic
curves), [12] (Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves), and [51] (certain plane quartics).
Combining these rank results with Chabauty’s method and other techniques, several
recent results prove that the uniformity conjecture holds for a random curve (in that
there are no “nonobvious” points): see [11], [13], [43], and [45] (see [35] for a recent
survey).
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1.1. Overview of the proofs
Our central technique is Chabauty and Coleman’s method of p-adic integration. In
a 1941 paper, Chabauty [21] proved the Mordell conjecture in the special case of
curves with Mordell–Weil rank at most g � 1, via a study of the p-adic Lie theory
of the Jacobian of X . Four decades later, Coleman [26] made Chabauty’s method
explicit: he proved that for a curve X=Q of genus g � 2, rank r < g, and a prime
p > 2g of good reduction,

#X.Q/� #X.Fp/C 2g � 2:

Coleman’s method has been refined by many authors: these authors [36], [38], [39],
[48] allow X to have bad reduction at p and improve the 2g � 2 to 2r ; [41], [46]
generalize to symmetric powers of curves; and a large body of work by many authors
allow one to explicitly execute this method in Magma for any particular curve of low
genus and low rank, frequently allowing one to compute X.Q/ exactly.

Our starting point for proving Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 is the recent progress of
Stoll [49], who proves that for any hyperelliptic curve X=Q with Jacobian of rank
r � g � 3,

#X.Q/� 8.r C 4/.g � 1/Cmax¹1; 4rº � g:

While this bound still depends on r and g, its independence from p is a substan-
tial improvement. This improvement is made possible by fixing a prime p (generally
small and odd) and considering curves X=Qp with arbitrary reduction type. Stoll’s
bold idea is to decompose X.Qp/ into a disjoint union of residue discs and residue
annuli and to execute Chabauty’s method on both. The decomposition is achieved by
performing a careful analysis of the minimal regular model of X over Zp . Bounding
zeros of integrals on annuli is somewhat subtle: monodromy becomes an issue, and a
key technical feature of Stoll’s work is his analysis and comparison of analytic con-
tinuation and the emergent p-adic logarithms. Stoll’s method exploits the description
of differentials on a hyperelliptic curve as f .x/dx=y; using an explicit calculation,
he is able to analyze the zeroes of the resulting integral directly via Newton polygons.

In contrast, a differential on a typical curve may lack an explicit description, and
a direct, explicit analysis is impervious to classical methods. Moreover, one cannot
hope to attain any kind of geometric bound as in Theorem 1.3 by analyzing p-adic
integrals on discs and annuli alone, as the antiderivative of an analytic function on a
disc or annulus may well have infinitely many geometric zeros. This is where poten-
tial theory on Berkovich analytic curves and the theory of linear systems on metric
graphs becomes useful. To be clear, the inputs into the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
are Stoll’s bounds [49, Proposition 5.3] on the number of discs and annuli covering
X.Qp/, and a new method of bounding the zeros of an integral on an open annulus
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(see Corollary 4.18). As mentioned before, the full power of the general machinery
developed in this paper is needed for the proof of Theorem 1.3; only a fraction of it
(e.g., Section 2 along with Lemma 4.15) is needed for Corollary 4.18.

Let us give an overview of our methods. They are entirely geometric, so we work
over the field Cp , the completion of an algebraic closure of Qp . Let X be a curve
over Cp of genus g � 2, and let X an denote the analytification of X , in the sense of
Berkovich [8]. This is a reasonable topological space in that it deformation retracts
onto a finite metric graph � � X an called a skeleton, whose combinatorics is con-
trolled by a semistable model of X . (As Cp is algebraically closed, such a model
exists.) If f is a nonzero rational function on X , then � log jf j is a piecewise affine
function on � with integer slopes. Letting � W X an! � denote the deformation retrac-
tion, the inverse image ��1.V / of a small neighborhood V of a vertex v of � is a basic
wide open subdomain in the sense of Coleman [28, Section 3]. One can cover X an by
finitely many basic wide open subdomains.

Our proof (roughly) proceeds by using the following steps.
(1) Let f be a nonzero analytic function on a basic wide open U with central ver-

tex v. A basic fact from potential theory on X an implies that deg.div.f // can
be calculated by summing the slopes of � log jf j along the incoming edges at
v (see Proposition 2.22).

(2) Let ! be an exact differential form on U , and let f D
R
! be an antideriva-

tive. A Newton polygon calculation (see Proposition 4.7) relates the slopes of
� log jf j with the slopes of � logk!k. Here k!k is the norm of ! with respect
to the canonical metric on �1

X=Cp
, described in Section 2.4. The “error term”

Np. � ; � / appearing in (1.4) is introduced at this point.
(3) Suppose now that ! is a global differential form on X . Then the restriction

F of � logk!k to � is a “section of the tropical canonical sheaf,” in that
div.F / C K� � 0, where K� is the canonical divisor on the graph � . This
is a consequence of the slope formula (otherwise known as the Poincaré–
Lelong formula) for line bundles on Berkovich curves, which we prove in
Theorem 2.6.

(4) With ! and F as above, we use a combinatorial argument (see Lemma 4.15)
about linear systems on vertex-weighted metric graphs to bound the slopes
of F in terms of the genus of the graph � , which is bounded by the genus
of the curve. This step plays the role of the usual Riemann–Roch part of the
Chabauty–Coleman argument. It also plays the role of [49, Corollary 6.7],
which is proved using explicit calculations on hyperelliptic curves.

(5) Using Coleman’s calculation of the de Rham cohomology of a wide open sub-
domain U , under the restriction (�) we can produce a nonzero global differ-
ential form ! which is exact on U . Combining the above steps then provides
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a uniform bound on the number of zeros of
R
! on U . Covering X an by such

wide opens U yields Theorem 1.3, as the integral of any differential form
vanishes on torsion points.

(6) An open annulus is a simple kind of wide open subdomain. Specializing the
above results to annuli (see Corollary 4.18) gives the generalization of [49,
Proposition 7.7] needed to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 by using [49, Proposi-
tion 5.3].

It should be mentioned that in principle one can avoid the Berkovich language by
using intersection theory on semistable curves, but this leads to fussy arguments and
frequent base changes and at certain points is very difficult to do. We hope the reader
will agree that the analytic framework is much more natural.

In the summary above we have suppressed a major technical difficulty. By an
“antiderivative” of !, we always mean an analytic function f such that df D !. The
definite integral

R y
x f is then defined to be f .y/ � f .x/; this is what is needed for

Newton polygons and potential theory. However, for curves of bad reduction this does
not generally coincide with the abelian integration used in the Chabauty–Coleman
method, defined in terms of a p-adic logarithm on the Jacobian. Indeed, the former
kind of integration will have p-adic periods, whereas the latter cannot. This was real-
ized by Stoll [49], who found a way to compare the integrals on annuli. A systematic
comparison between these integration theories in general, given in Section 3, should
be of independent interest.

1.2. Organization of paper
In Section 2, we recall several basic facts about Berkovich curves, and we develop the
p-adic analytic machinery that we will need. The main features are Theorem 2.6, a
generalization of the slope formula [4, Theorem 5.15] to sections of formally metrized
line bundles: a careful treatment of Rosenlicht differentials, a generalization of the
relative dualizing sheaf to a semistable curve over a possibly nondiscretely valued
field, needed to define the norm k!k of a differential; and Coleman’s calculation (see
Theorem 2.24) of the de Rham cohomology of a basic wide open subdomain.

In Section 3, we recall the basic properties of the Berkovich–Coleman integral
and the abelian integrals in our somewhat restricted setting. We then prove a result
(see Proposition 3.28) comparing the two: essentially, the difference is controlled
by the tropical Abel–Jacobi map. The non-Archimedean uniformization theory of
abelian varieties plays a central role here.

In Section 4, we explicitly bound the slopes of an analytic function f on an
annulus in terms of the slopes of ! D df (see Proposition 4.7) and deduce, via a
quick combinatorial argument (see Lemma 4.14), a bound on the number of zeroes of
the integral of an exact differential on a wide open (see Theorem 4.17).
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Finally, in Section 5, we put everything together, proving our main theorems on
uniform bounds.

2. Berkovich curves
In this section we develop the basic geometric facts about analytic curves over non-
Archimedean fields that will be used below.

2.1. General notation
We will use the following notation for non-Archimedean fields, in this section only.
In subsequent sections we will generally restrict our attention to Cp .

K A field that is complete with respect to a nontrivial, non-Archimedean
valuation.

val WK�!R[ ¹1º, the fixed valuation on K.
j � j D exp.�val. � //, a corresponding absolute value.
R DOK , the valuation ring of K.
k The residue field of K.
ƒ D val.K�/�R, the value group of K.
p
ƒ The saturation of ƒ.

Let X be a proper K-scheme, and let X be a proper, flat R-model of X . We use
the following notation:

X an The analytification of X , in the sense of Berkovich [8].
H .x/ The completed residue field at a point x 2X an.
Xk The special fiber of X.
red WX an!Xk , the reduction or specialization map.

The completed residue field is a valued field extension of K . For x 2 X an the
reduction red.x/ is defined by applying the valuative criterion of properness to the
canonical K-morphism Spec.H .x//! X. The reduction map is anticontinuous, in
that the inverse image of a closed set is open.

2.2. Skeletons
Here we fix our notions regarding non-Archimedean analytic curves and their skele-
tons. We adhere closely to the treatment in [4], our primary reference.

Let X be a smooth, proper, geometrically connected K-curve. We say that a
semistable R-model X is split if the Gk-action on the dual graph of Xksep is trivial,
where Gk D Gal.ksep=k/. Equivalently, we require that each component of Xksep be
defined over k, that all nodes of Xksep be k-rational, and that the completed local ring
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of Xksep at a node be isomorphic to kŒŒR;S��=.RS/. (The final condition rules out
the possibility that Gk acts via an involution on a loop edge, i.e., that it interchanges
“tangent directions” at the node.) Let X be a split semistable R-model of X . We will
use the following notation for the structure theory of X an:

�X �X an, the skeleton associated to X.
� WX an! �X, the retraction to the skeleton.
g.x/ The genus of a type-2 point x 2X an.

In general, a skeleton of X is a skeleton � D �X corresponding to some split
semistable model X of X . It is a ƒ-metric graph (a metric graph with edge lengths
in ƒ) whose vertices correspond bijectively to the generic points of Xk in the fol-
lowing way: if x 2 �X is a vertex, then � D red.x/ is a generic point of Xk , and
red�1.�/D ¹xº. The edges of �X correspond to the singular points of Xk , as follows.
For $ 2R nonzero we let

S.$/C D
®
	 2Gan

m W j$ j<
ˇ̌
T .	/

ˇ̌
< 1

¯
;

the open annulus of modulus j$ j. Here T is a parameter on Gm; that is, Gm D

Spec.KŒT;T �1�/. If Qx 2Xk is a node, then red�1. Qx/Š S.$/C for some$ 2R with
j$ j 2 .0; 1/; the open edge e of �X corresponding to Qx is the skeleton of the annulus
S.$/C (see Section 4.1), and the length of e is the logarithmic modulus val.$/ 2ƒ
of S.$/C, which is an isomorphism invariant.

The weight g.x/ of a vertex x 2 �X is defined to be the genus of the type-2 point
x 2X an, which in turn is the geometric genus of the corresponding component of Xk .
We have the basic identity

g.X/D h1.�X/C
X
x2�X

g.x/; (2.1)

where g.X/ is the genus of the curve X , and h1.�X/D dimQH1.�X;Q/ is the first
(singular) Betti number of �X.

Any curve admits a split semistable model (and hence a skeleton) after potentially
making a finite extension of the ground field K , of degree bounded by the genus (see
the proof of Theorem 5.5). If X has a skeleton, then it has a minimal skeleton, which
comes from a stable R-model X of X . If g � 2, then the minimal skeleton is unique,
and we denote it by �min. The vertices of �min are the points of X an of nonzero genus
and the points of �min of valency greater than 2.

Remark 2.2
Let X be a K-curve as above, let CK D

bK be the completion of the algebraic closure
of K , and let X 0 D XCK be the base change. If X is a semistable model of X , then
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the base change X0 to the ring of integers in CK is a semistable model, which is
necessarily split as the residue field of CK is algebraically closed. The original model
X is split if and only if the natural action of GK DGal.Ksep=K/ on X 0an fixes �X0 �

X 0an pointwise, that is, if the skeleton �X is “defined over K .” Indeed, Berkovich [8]
defines the skeleton associated to a nonsplit semistable model as the quotient of �X

by the action of GK . The split condition is necessary for the formal fibers over nodes
in Xk to be K-isomorphic to open annuli, which we use repeatedly.

Remark 2.3
Suppose that the genus g of X is at least 2, let � D �min be the minimal skeleton, and
let G be the underlying vertex-weighted (nonmetric) graph. Then G is a connected
graph of genus g with the property that any vertex of valency 1 or 2 has positive
weight. It is easy to see that there are finitely many isomorphism classes of such
graphs. In other words, for fixed g, there are finitely many combinatorial types of
minimal skeletons of curves of genus g. This crucial observation allows us to derive
uniform bounds from stable models (see Section 4.2 for much more precise state-
ments).

2.3. Metrized line bundles and the slope formula
In this section we assume that our non-Archimedean field K is algebraically closed,
which implies that k is algebraically closed and ƒ D

p
ƒ. Let X be a curve as in

Section 2.2, and let � � X an be a skeleton which is not a point. There is a well-
developed theory of divisors and linear equivalence on graphs and metric graphs,
which we briefly recall here (see [2] and the references therein for details). A trop-
ical meromorphic function on � is a continuous, piecewise affine-linear function
F W � ! R with integral slopes. A divisor on � is a formal sum of points of � ;
the group of divisors is denoted Div.�/. The divisor of a meromorphic function F
is div.F /D

P
x2� ordx.F /.x/, where ordx.F /D�

P
v2Tx.�/

dvF.x/, Tx.�/ is the
set of tangent directions at x, and dvF.x/ is the slope of F in the direction v. In other
words, ordx.F / is the sum of the incoming slopes of F at x.

To reduce questions about curves to questions about skeletons, we will need to
relate divisors on X to divisors on � . The retraction map � W X an ! � extends by
linearity to a map on divisors

�� W Div.X/�!Div.�/:

THEOREM 2.4
Let f be a nonzero meromorphic function on X , and let F D� log jf jj� . Then F is
a tropical meromorphic function on � and

div.F /D �� div.f /:
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Proof
This is a consequence of the slope formula for non-Archimedean curves (see [4, The-
orem 5.15]).

We will need a generalization of Theorem 2.4 that applies to a meromorphic
section of a formally metrized line bundle. Theorem 2.6 below can in principle be
extracted from Thuillier’s Poincaré–Lelong formula [52, Proposition 4.2.3], and
indeed should be seen as a reformulation of [52, Proposition 4.2.3], but it is easier
to derive it from the slope formula as it appears in [4, Theorem 5.15]. In the dis-
cretely valued case, a version of Theorem 2.6 can be found in Christensen’s thesis
[24, Satz 1.3], with a similar proof.

The formal metric on a line bundle with an integral model is a basic construction
in Arakelov theory, which we briefly recall. Let X be an admissible formal R-scheme
in the sense of [17], that is, a flat formal R-scheme of topological finite presentation.
LetX DX� be the analytic generic fiber, aK-analytic space. Let L be a line bundle on
X, and let LD L� , a line bundle on X . Let s be a nonzero meromorphic section of L,
and let x 2X be a point which is not a pole of s. Let U�X be an open neighborhood
of red.x/ 2 X on which L is trivial. Then U D red�1.U/ D U� is a closed analytic
domain containing x on which L is trivial, so we can write sjU D f t , where t is a
nonvanishing section of LjU and f is a nonzero meromorphic function on U . The
formal metric on L induced by L is the metric k � kL defined by��s.x/��

L
�
ˇ̌
f .x/

ˇ̌
:

This is independent of all choices because an invertible function on U has absolute
value 1 everywhere.

In the algebraic situation, let X be a proper and flat R-scheme with generic fiber
X , and let OX denote the completion with respect to an ideal of definition in R. Then
OX is a proper admissible formal R-scheme, and there is a canonical isomorphism
X an Š OX� . Hence any line bundle L on X with generic fiber L induces a formal
metric k � kL on Lan.

Remark 2.5
Formal metrics have the following intersection-theoretic interpretation over a dis-
cretely valued field K . (Note that the definition of k � kL above does not use that
K is algebraically closed.) Suppose that Z is the value group of K . For simplicity
we restrict ourselves to a regular split semistable model X of a smooth, proper, geo-
metrically connected curve X . A meromorphic section s of L can be regarded as a
meromorphic section of L and hence has an order of vanishing ordD.s/ along any
irreducible component D of Xk . If � 2X an is the point reducing to the generic point
of D, then we have the equality
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� log
��s.�/��

L
D ordD.s/:

This follows from the observation that ordD W K.X/�! Z reduces to (i.e., is centered
at) the generic point of D.

THEOREM 2.6 (The slope formula)
Let X be a smooth, proper, connectedK-curve, and let X be a semistable R-model of
X with corresponding skeleton �X � X

an. Assume that X is not smooth, so that �X

is not a point. Let L be a line bundle on X, let LD LjX , and let s be a nonzero mero-
morphic function on L. Let F D � logkskLj�X . Then F is a tropical meromorphic
function on �X and

�� div.s/D div.F /C
X
�

deg.LjD� /.�/; (2.7)

where the sum is taken over vertices � of �X and D� is the irreducible component of
Xk with generic point red.�/.

Proof
If e � �X is an open edge, then red.��1.e// is a node in Xk , which is contained
in a formal affine open subset of OX on which L is trivial. Hence F D � log jf j on
A D ��1.e/ for some nonzero meromorphic function f on A, so F is piecewise
affine-linear with integral slopes on A and div.F jA/ D �� div.sjA/ by [4, Proposi-
tion 2.10(1)]. Since this holds for each edge, F is a tropical meromorphic function
on �X.

Now let � be a vertex of X, and letD DD� . By blowing up X we can add vertices
to the interior of loop edges in �X. Hence we may assume that �X has no loop edges,
so that D is smooth. After multiplying by a nonzero scalar we may also assume
that ks.�/kL D 1, so that s reduces to a nonzero meromorphic function Qs on D. Let
Qx 2D.k/, and let v Qx be the tangent direction at � in the direction of red�1. Qx/ (see [4,
(5.13)]). Let U be an open neighborhood of Qx trivializing L, and let U D red�1.Uk/,
so F D� log jf j on U for some nonzero meromorphic function f on U with a well-
defined reduction ef on Uk . By [4, Theorem 5.15(3)]� we have

ord Qx.Qs/D ord Qx. ef /D dv QxF.�/:
Combining this with [4, Proposition 2.10(2)] yields

ord Qx.Qs/D deg
�
div.sjred�1. Qx//

�
�This theorem is only stated for algebraic meromorphic functions, but is true for analytic meromorphic functions
such as f (see [25, Remark 3.6.6]).
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for all points Qx 2Dsm.k/, the set of points of D.k/ which are not nodes in Xk . Since
the edges of �X adjacent to � represent the tangent vectors at � in the direction of the
points of D.k/ nDsm.k/, we combine the previous two equations to obtain

deg.LjD/D
X
Qx2D.k/

ord Qx.Qs/

D
X

Qx2Dsm.k/

ord Qx.Qs/C
X

Qx2D.k/nDsm.k/

ord Qx.Qs/

D deg
�
div.sj��1.�//

�
C

X
Qx2D.k/nDsm.k/

dv QxF.�/

D deg
�
div.sj��1.�//

�
� ord� .F /:

Equation (2.7) follows.

Remark 2.8
As mentioned above, our slope formula is closely related to the Poincaré–Lelong for-
mula in non-Archimedean Arakelov theory. When the base is a discretely valued field,
Theorem 2.6 essentially goes back to Zhang [56]. The term

P
� deg.LjD� /.�/ in (2.7)

is precisely the measure Oc1.L/ that Chambert-Loir [22] associates to the formally
metrized line bundle L, where .�/ is interpreted as a point mass at �. In this language,
we have

Oc1.L/D div
�
logkskLj�X

�
C �� div.s/;

where again the divisors are interpreted as counting measures. This is formally similar
to the Poincaré–Lelong formula (see [23, Lemma 2.2.5] for a precise statement, still
over a discretely valued base).

2.4. Integral Rosenlicht differentials
We will apply Theorem 2.6 to sections of a certain canonical extension �1

X=R
of

the cotangent bundle �1
X=K

to our semistable model X. If R were discretely valued,

we could define �1
X=R

as the relative dualizing sheaf or as the sheaf of logarithmic
differentials. In the non-Noetherian case it is easiest to make a somewhat ad-hoc con-
struction, which we develop here as it is nonstandard. To begin we may assume that
K is any complete non-Archimedean field with algebraically closed residue field k.

Definition 2.9
Let X be a (not necessarily proper) semistableR-curve with smooth generic fiber, and
let j W U ,! X be the inclusion of the smooth locus. The sheaf of integral Rosenlicht
differentials on X is defined to be
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�1
X=R � j��

1
U=R;

where �1
U=R

is the usual sheaf of Kähler differentials.

Example 2.10
Let X D Spec.RŒS;T �=.ST �$// for some $ 2 K� with j$ j < 1. The smooth
locus U is the union of the two distinguished affine open subsets, where S and T are
invertible. Hence

H 0.X;�1
X=R/DRŒS

˙1�
dS

S
\RŒT˙1�

dT

T

inside of KŒS˙1� dS=S DKŒT˙1� dT=T . Here we use that S D$=T and dS=S D
�dT=T . From this it is easy to see that �1

X=R
is a trivial invertible sheaf on X, with

dS=S D�dT=T a nonvanishing section.
Note that a section ! 2H 0.X;�1

X=R
/ restricts to a meromorphic section of the

cotangent bundle on each component of the special fiber of X, with at worst a simple
pole at the origin, and such that the residues at the origin at each component sum to
zero.

LEMMA 2.11
Let X be a semistable R-curve as in Definition 2.9.
(1) The sheaf �1

X=R
is invertible.

(2) If f W X0! X is an étale morphism of semistable R-curves, then f ��1
X=R
D

�1
X0=R

.

(3) The restriction of �1
X=R

to the special fiber Xk is isomorphic to the relative
dualizing sheaf of Xk=k.

Proof
First we treat (2). Let j 0 W U0 ,! X0 be the inclusion of the smooth locus of X0. Then
f �1.U/D U0 and f ��1

U=R
D�1

U0=R
, so j 0��

1
U0=R
D f �j��

1
U=R

by cohomology and
base change for flat morphisms. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of
this and Example 2.10, as every singular point of X has an étale neighborhood which
is étale over Spec.RŒS;T �=.ST �$// for some $ .

The Cartesian square

Uk
i

Nj

U

j

Xk
i

X
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gives rise to a natural homomorphism 
 W i��1
X=R
! Nj��

1
Uk=k

. By construction this
is an isomorphism on Uk . Working étale-locally, it is clear from Example 2.10 that 

is injective and that its image has the following description. Let � W eXk! Xk be the
normalization. Then a section in the image of 
 in a neighborhood of a singular point
Qx 2 Xk pulls back to a meromorphic section of �1eXk=k with at worst simple poles

at the points of ��1. Qx/, such that the residues sum to zero. Therefore i��1
Uk=k

is
the sheaf of classical Rosenlicht differentials, which is well known to be a dualizing
sheaf.

2.4.1. Interpretation in terms of skeletons
Now we suppose that K is algebraically closed and that X is a proper semistable
R-curve with smooth, connected generic fiber X . As above, we let �X denote the
associated skeleton, considered as a vertex-weighted metric graph.

LEMMA 2.12
Let � 2 �X be a vertex, and letD� �Xk be the corresponding irreducible component.
Then

deg.�1
X=RjD� /D 2g.�/� 2C deg.�/; (2.13)

where g.�/ is the weight of � and deg.�/ is the valency of � in �X.

Proof
This is an immediate consequence of the definitions and Lemma 2.11(3).

The formal metric on �1
X=K

coming from �1
X=R

can be computed explicitly on

�X, as follows. Let e � �X be an open edge, and let AD ��1.e/ be an open annulus.
Choose an isomorphism T W A

�
�! S.$/C with a standard open annulus.

LEMMA 2.14
With the above notation, let ! D f .T /dT=T be the restriction of a nonzero mero-
morphic section of �1

X=K
to A. Then k!k�1

X=R
D jf j on A.

Proof
First suppose that T 0 W A

�
�! S.$/C is a different isomorphism. A calculation using

[4, Proposition 2.2(1)], the explicit description of the units on S.$/C, shows that
dT 0=T 0 D g.T /dT=T for an invertible analytic function g on S.$/C such that
jg.x/j D 1 for all x 2 S.$/C. Hence the lemma is true for T 0 if and only if it is true
for T , so we may choose any parameter T that we like.
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Let Qx 2Xk be the nodal point such that AD red�1. Qx/, let 
 W U!X be an étale
neighborhood of Qx, and let Qy 2 U be an inverse image of Qx. Then 
 induces an isomor-
phism red�1. Qy/

�
�! red�1. Qx/D A. Similarly, if  W U! Spec.RŒS;T �=.ST �$//

is an étale morphism sending Qy to the origin Qz, then  induces an isomorphism
red�1. Qy/

�
�! red�1. Qz/. Now the lemma follows from Example 2.10, where it was

shown that dT=T is a nonvanishing section of the sheaf of integral Rosenlicht differ-
entials in a neighborhood of Qz.

The next lemma says that the restriction of k � k�1
X=R

to �X is compatible with

refinement of the semistable model giving the skeleton.

LEMMA 2.15
Let X;X0 be two semistable models of X , and suppose that there exists a (necessarily
unique) morphism X0!X inducing the identity on X . Then �X � �X0 , and we have
k � k�1

X0=R

j�X D k � k�1
X=R
j�X .

Proof
We see that �X � �X0 follows from [4, Proposition 3.13, Theorem 4.11]. Then �X0

is obtained from �X by subdividing some edges and adding some new ones. As we
are restricting to �X, we are not concerned with new edges, so it suffices to show that
k � k�1

X=R
is insensitive to subdividing an edge, or equivalently, to blowing up a node

on X. But by Lemma 2.14, k � k�1
X=R

restricted to an open edge e only depends on a

parameter T for ��1.e/, and T restricts to a parameter on ��1.e0/ for any e0 � e.

By virtue of Lemma 2.15, we will write k � k D k � k�1
X=R
j�X for any semistable

model X.

Remark 2.16
Temkin [50] has developed an extremely general procedure for metrizing the cotan-
gent sheaf on an analytic space, of which the above construction is a special case.
However, it is not obvious that the metric resulting from his theory restricts to a for-
mal metric on a skeleton, and therefore one cannot immediately apply Theorem 2.6,
as we do in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.2. Interpretation in terms of the canonical divisor of a graph
We assume still that K is algebraically closed and that X is a proper semistable R-
curve with smooth, connected generic fiber X . The canonical divisor on �X is by
definition
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K�X �
X�

2g.�/� 2C deg.�/
�
.�/; (2.17)

where the sum is taken over the vertices of �X (see [1, Definition 2.13]). By Lem-
ma 2.12, equation (2.7) becomes

�� div.!/D div.F /CK�X ; (2.18)

where ! is a nonzero meromorphic one-form onX , and F D� logk!k. In particular,
if ! is a regular global one-form, then

div.F /CK�X � 0; (2.19)

which formally says that F is a “section of the tropical canonical bundle.”

2.4.3. Interpretation in terms of intersection theory
Assume for this subsection that K is discretely valued and X is semistable, with irre-
ducible decomposition Xk D

S
Ci and with dual graph �X. Let L 2 Pic.X/ be a line

bundle, and denote by Lj�X the divisor
P
.degLjCi /Ci 2Div.�X/. Here we are iden-

tifying irreducible components of Xk with vertices of �X. A nonzero regular section
s of LjX extends to a meromorphic section of L, and after scaling by an element of
K extends to a regular section of L (with possible zeroes along entire components
of Xk).

Write div.s/DH C V , where H is the closure of div.s/jX and V D
P
niCi is

the complement div.s/�H (so that Supp.V /�Xk). Suppose that the support ofH is
contained in Xreg; this is guaranteed if X is regular and Supp.div.s//jX �X.K/. Then
O.H/ 2 Pic.X/; if additionally X is regular, then O.H/j�X D

P
deg.Ci \H/Ci .

Let f W �X! Z be given by f .Ci /D ni and extended linearly on edges of �X.
Then, since X is regular, the adjunction formula [37, Theorem 9.1.36] gives

O.V /j�X D��.f /�
X
v

X
eDvw

�
f .w/� f .v/

�
.v/:

Since LŠ O.div.s//Š O.V /˝ O.H/, this gives the geometric variant of Baker’s
specialization lemma [2, Lemma 2.8]:

Lj�X C�.f /DO.H/j�X :

When L is the relative dualizing sheaf !X=R, this is precisely the “discrete” version
of (2.18), as !X=Rj�X DK�X , and �.f / (resp., O.H/�X ) plays the role of div.F /
(resp., �� div.s/). From the point of view of chip firing, this formula has a more collo-
quial description: the vanishing of s along components of Xk gives exactly the firing
sequence witnessing the linear equivalence of Lj�X with the divisor O.H/j�X on the
graph �X.
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2.5. Basic wide open subdomains
Assuming now thatK is algebraically closed, we return to the notation of Section 2.2.
Fix a split semistable R-model X of X and a type-2 point � 2 �X. An open star
neighborhood of � in �X is a simply connected open neighborhood of the form V D

¹�ºq
Sr
iD1 ei , where ei is an open interval of length inƒ contained in an edge of �X

and containing � in its closure, and r � 1. The inverse image U D ��1.V / of an open
star neighborhood is called a basic wide open subdomain of X an. The central point of
U is � and the underlying affinoid of U is Y � ��1.�/. After a suitable blowing up
on the special fiber, we can arrange that � is a vertex of �X. In this case, if D� � Xk

is the irreducible component with generic point e� D red.�/, then Y D red�1.Dsm
�
/,

where Dsm
�

is the set of smooth points of Xk lying on D� . Hence

Y n ¹�º Š
a
Qx2Dsm

�

red�1. Qx/;

where for any smooth point Qx 2 Xk , the inverse image red�1. Qx/ is isomorphic to
an open unit disc. Moreover, we have U n Y D

`
��1.ei /, with each Ai � ��1.ei /

isomorphic to an open annulus. The closure of Ai in X an is equal to Ai q ¹�i ; �º,
where �i 2 �X is the other endpoint of ei , which is a type-2 point not contained in U .
We call �i the end of U associated to Ai .

Remark 2.20
Our definitions of basic wide open subdomains and their ends are equivalent to those
of Coleman [28, Section 3] under the identification of a Berkovich analytic space and
its corresponding rigid space. More precisely, any basic wide open subdomain of X an

in Coleman’s sense is the inverse image of an open star neighborhood of a type-2
point of some skeleton � of X .

Figure 1. An open star neighborhood of a type-2 point � in a skeleton �X and associated
notations. The tangent vectors illustrate the statement of Proposition 2.22.
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Remark 2.21
The open star neighborhood V deformation retracts onto �, and the deformation
retraction of X an onto its skeleton retracts U onto V . Therefore a basic wide open
subdomain is contractible.

We will use the following fundamental relationship between the number of zeros
of an analytic function on U and the slopes of its valuation at the ends. This is called
the “mass formula” in [6, Proposition 5.30], where it is proved for basic wide open
subdomains of P1;an. The situation in the proposition is illustrated in Figure 1.

PROPOSITION 2.22
Let U �X an be a basic wide open neighborhood with underlying affinoid Y , annuli
A1q� � �qAr D U nY , and corresponding ends �1; : : : ; �r . Let vi denote the tangent
direction at �i in the direction of Ai . Let f be a nonzero meromorphic function on U
which extends to a meromorphic function on a neighborhood of ¹�1; : : : ; �rº, and let
F D� log jf j. Then

deg
�
div.f jU /

�
D

rX
iD1

dviF.�i /:

Proof
This follows from Theorem 2.4 and an easy combinatorial argument.

2.6. de Rham cohomology of a basic wide open
In this section we assume that K D Cp for a prime p. We will need Coleman’s cal-
culation of the de Rham cohomology of a basic wide open U D Y q

`r
iD1Ai . This

calculation does not depend on the ambient curve X , so by gluing closed discs onto
the annuli Ai we may assume that X has good reduction and that U is the com-
plement in X of finitely many closed discs contained in distinct residue discs. Let
S �X.Cp/ nU.Cp/ be a choice of r points, one in each deleted disc.

For a scheme Z over Cp , we let H 1
dR.Z/

alg denote the algebraic de Rham coho-
mology of Z over Cp , so H 1

dR.X/
alg is a Cp-vector space of dimension 2g, where g

is the genus of X . We define

H 1
dR.U /D�

1
U=Cp

.U /=dO.U /;

the analytic differential forms modulo the exact differentials. Coleman [28, Theo-
rem 4.2] proves that the natural restriction map

H 1
dR.X n S/

alg �!H 1
dR.U /

is an isomorphism. In particular,
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dimCp H
1
dR.U /D dimCp H

1
dR.X n S/

alg D 2g � 1C #S D 2g � 1C r; (2.23)

where r is the number of deleted discs. (The algebraic de Rham cohomology can be
calculated using a comparison theorem over C, for example.)

Let T be a parameter on the annulusAi , normalized so that jT .x/j & 1 as x! �,
the central point of U . Let ! 2�1

Ai=Cp
.Ai /, and write

! D

1X
nD�1

anT
n dT

T
:

The residue of ! is defined to be Res.!/D a0. This is independent of the parameter T
up to a sign that is determined by the orientation of the annulus, which we have fixed.
Clearly the residue of an exact differential is zero, so Res defines a homomorphism
H 1

dR.Ai /!Cp .

THEOREM 2.24 (Coleman [28, Propositions 4.3, 4.4])
The following sequence is exact:

0�!H 1
dR.X/

alg �!H 1
dR.U /

L
Res

���!

rM
iD1

Cp
P
�!Cp �! 0:

Proof
By [28, Proposition 4.4], the sequence is exact at H 1

dR.U /, so we only need to justify
exactness at

Lr
iD1Cp . Proposition 4.3 in [28] says that the image is contained in the

kernel, so exactness follows from the dimension count (2.23).

3. Integration
We will use two integration theories on curves, namely, Berkovich–Coleman integra-
tion and abelian integration. The former is functorial with respect to morphisms and
can be calculated by formal antidifferentiation on open annuli. The latter is suitable
for use with Chabauty’s method. The purpose of this section is to introduce the two
integrals and compare them. Related work comparing the two integrals in the context
of parallel transport is being undertaken by Besser and Zerbes [10].

In this section, we takeK DCp , with the valuation normalized so that val.p/D 1.
We introduce the following notation for a smooth, commutative algebraic or analytic
Cp-group G and a smooth Cp-analytic space X :

Z1dR.X/ The space of closed 1-forms on X .
�1inv.G/ �Z1dR.G/, the space of invariant 1-forms on G.
Lie.G/ The tangent space of G at the identity, dual to �1inv.G/.
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3.1. Integration theories
Let X be a smooth Cp-analytic space, and let P .X/ be the set of paths  W Œ0; 1�!X

with ends in X.Cp/.

Definition 3.1
An integration theory on X is a map

R
W P .X/�Z1dR.X/!Cp such that:

(1) IfU �X is an open subdomain isomorphic to an open polydisc and !jU D df
with f analytic on U , then

R
� ! D f ..1//� f ..0// for all  W Œ0; 1�! U .

(2)
R
� ! only depends on the fixed endpoint homotopy class of  .

(3) If  0 2P .X/ and  0.0/D .1/, thenZ
� 0��

! D

Z
�

! C

Z
� 0
!:

(4) ! 7!
R
�
! is linear in ! for fixed  .

Condition (1) completely determines the integration theory on an open polydisc
X by the Poincaré lemma: every closed 1-form ! 2Z1dR.X/ is exact. To be explicit,
let X D B.1/C be the 1-dimensional open unit disc. Any ! 2 Z1dR.B.1/C/ can be
written as ! D g.T /dT , where g.T / D

P
n�0 anT

n is a convergent power series;
then ! D df , where f .T /D

P
n�0 anT

nC1=.nC 1/ is the power series obtained by
formally antidifferentiating g.T /. Note that on an open disc, if g.T / is convergent,
then f .T / is also convergent. Hence for  2P .X/we have

R
�
g.T /dT D f ..1//�

f ..0//. In higher dimensions one proceeds as above, one variable at a time, as in the
proof of the classical Poincaré lemma.

In general, Definition 3.1 does not completely specify an integration theory, be-
cause a smooth Cp-analytic space, even a smooth proper curve, cannot necessarily be
covered (as a Berkovich space) by open polydiscs. The ambiguity is illustrated in the
following fundamental example.

Example 3.2
Let Gan

m be the analytification of the multiplicative group over Cp with coordinate T .
This is a contractible topological space, so any integration theory on Gan

m is by def-
inition path-independent; hence, it makes sense to write

R y
x
! for x;y 2 C�p and

! 2Z1dR.G
an
m/DH

0.Gan
m;�

1
Gan
m=Cp

/.
Let ! D dT=T , an invariant 1-form. The formal antiderivative of ! on the space

of “1-units” U1 D ¹x 2Gan
m W jT .x/� 1j< 1º Š B.1/C is the logarithm given by the

usual Mercator series

log.T /D
1X
nD1

.�1/nC1
.T � 1/n

n
:
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If we require that x 7!
R x
1
dT=T W C�p ! Cp be a group homomorphism, thenR x

1
dT=T is determined on O�Cp D ¹x 2 C�p W jxj D 1º by the property that

R x
1
dT=

T D 0 for x a root of unity. Set log.x/D
R x
1
dT=T for x 2O�Cp .

Beyond this, one has to make a choice to specify an integration theory on Gan
m .

Let t W Q!C�p be a section of val W C�p!Q such that t .1/D p, and let h W Q!Cp
be any additive group homomorphism. Define

R x
1
dT=T D log.x1/ C h.r/, where

x D x1 � t .r/ for r 2Q and x1 2 O�Cp . It turns out that this extends to an integration
theory on Gan

m for any choice of h. (The definition does not depend on t , since if t 0 is
another section with t .1/D p, then t .r/t 0.r/�1 is a root of unity for all r 2Q.)

3.2. Berkovich–Coleman integration
The choice of homomorphism h W Q! Cp in Example 3.2 is the only additional
datum necessary for the construction of the Berkovich–Coleman integration theory. It
is equivalent to the following datum.

Definition 3.3
A branch of the logarithm is a homomorphism

Log W C�p �!Cp

that restricts to log on O�Cp .

In the notation of Example 3.2, we have

Log.x/D log.x1/C h.r/; where x D x1 � t .r/: (3.4)

After mandating that the integral be functorial under morphisms of analytic spaces,
the integration theory is uniquely specified by equivariance under a lift of Frobenius, a
principle attributed to Dwork. This approach to integration has been greatly extended
by Berkovich [9]; here, we present only a very small subset of his theory.

Definition 3.5
The Berkovich–Coleman integration theory is an integration theory

BCZ
W P .X/�Z1dR.X/�!Cp

for every smooth Cp-analytic space X , satisfying:
(1) if X DGan

m , then BCR x
1
dT=T D Log.x/, and

(2) if f W X! Y is a morphism and ! 2Z1dR.Y /, then
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BCZ
�

f �! D
BCZ

f .�/

!:

Moreover, condition (1) of Definition 3.1 holds for any open subdomain U �X .

This integration theory was defined for curves of bad reduction by Coleman and
de Shalit [29]. There, one covers a curve by basic wide open subsets and annuli.
A primitive (i.e., an antiderivative) is produced on the basic wide opens by means
of Frobenius equivariance and constructed explicitly on annuli by antidifferentiating
a power series. This integration theory is closely related to that of Schneider on p-
adically uniformized curves (see [32] for details on the comparison).

Example 3.6
Choose $ 2 Cp with 0 < j$ j < 1, and let X D S.$/C, the open annulus j$ j <
jxj< 1. A closed 1-form ! can be written

! D g.T /
dT

T
D

1X
nD�1

anT
n dT

T

for a convergent infinite-tailed Laurent series g.T /. Let f .T / D
P
n¤0.an=n/T

n.
Then df D ! � a0.dT=T /, so for x;y 2 S.$/.Cp/, we have

BCZ y

x

! D
�
f .y/C a0 Log.y/

�
�
�
f .x/C a0 Log.x/

�
:

Example 3.7
Let G be a smooth, commutative, simply connected Cp-analytic group, and let !
be a (closed) invariant differential on G. Since G is simply connected, a Berkovich–
Coleman integral only depends on the endpoints of a path, so it makes sense to write
BCR x

1
! for x 2G.Cp/. For x;y 2G.Cp/, we have

BCZ x

1

! C
BCZ y

1

! D
BCZ x

1

! C
BCZ xy

x

! D
BCZ xy

1

!;

where the first equality is by invariance of ! and the second is by Definition 3.1(3).

Therefore x 7! BCR x
1 ! is a group homomorphism G.Cp/!Cp .

In what follows, we will pick once and for all a branch of the logarithm. A con-
venient choice is Log.p/D 0; that is, hD 0.

3.3. The abelian integral
Another approach to defining a p-adic integration theory on a curve is via p-adic Lie
theory on its Jacobian. This was done in great generality by Zarhin [55]. This method
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was extended to the p-adic Tate module of abelian varieties by Colmez [31]. Other
references for this integration theory are [18], [54] and the second part of [30], taken
with the understanding that the first part uses the Berkovich–Coleman integration
theory.

Recall that if A is an abelian variety over K , then

�1A=K.A/D�
1
inv.A/DZ

1
dR.A/

because all global 1-forms on a proper group scheme are invariant, and any invariant
1-form on a smooth, commutative algebraic group is closed.

Definition 3.8
Let A be an abelian variety over Cp . The abelian logarithm on A is the unique homo-
morphism of Cp-Lie groups logA.Cp/ W A.Cp/! Lie.A/ such that

d logA.Cp/ W Lie.A/�! Lie
�
Lie.A/

�
D Lie.A/ (3.9)

is the identity map.

See [55] for the existence and uniqueness of logA.Cp/. For x 2 A.Cp/ and ! 2
�1
A=Cp

.A/, we define

AbZ x

0

! D
˝
logA.Cp/.x/;!

˛
;

where h � ; � i is the pairing between Lie.A/ and �1
A=Cp

.A/. For x;y 2A.Cp/, we set

AbZ x

y

! D
AbZ x

0

! �
AbZ y

0

!:

We call AbR the abelian integral on A.
The abelian logarithm and the abelian integral are functorial under homomor-

phisms of abelian varieties: if f W A!B is a homomorphism, then df ı logA.Cp/ D
logB.Cp/ ıf and

AbZ
�

f �! D
AbZ

f .�/

!

for ! 2�1
B=Cp

.B/.

PROPOSITION 3.10
The abelian integral .;!/ 7! AbR �.1/

�.0/
! is an integration theory on Aan in the sense

of Definition 3.1.
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We postpone the proof until after the comparison result, which is Proposition 3.16.

3.4. Comparison between the Berkovich–Coleman and abelian integrals
Before comparing the two integration theories, we consider the following motivating
example (see also [30, Example 7.4]).

Example 3.11
Let E be an elliptic curve over Cp with bad reduction. Then E is a Tate curve; that
is, it has a uniformization Ean ŠGan

m=q
Z for a unique value q 2Cp with 0 < jqj< 1.

As Gan
m is contractible, the projection � W Gan

m!Ean is a universal covering space (in
the sense of point-set topology), with deck transformation group qZ.

Let ! be the invariant 1-form on E which pulls back to dT=T on Gan
m . Let

 W Œ0; 1�!Ean be a path with .0/D 0 and .1/D x 2E.Cp/, let e W Œ0; 1�!Gan
m

be the unique lift of  with e.0/ D 1, and let Qx D e.1/. By the definition and the
functoriality of the Berkovich–Coleman integral, we have

BCZ
�

! D
BCZ

e�
dT

T
D Log. Qx/:

On the other hand, the abelian integral gives rise to a (potentially) different branch of
the logarithm LogAb W C�p!Cp by setting

LogAb. Qx/�
AbZ 	. Qx/

0

! D
AbZ

�

!:

This branch of the logarithm LogAb comes from the homomorphism hAb W Q! Cp
defined by Q-linearity and hAb.val.q//D log.t.val.q//=q/. As both Log and LogAb

restrict to log on O�Cp , their difference Log�LogAb descends to a homomorphism
from C�p=O

�
Cp
DQ to Cp , and we have

BCZ
�

! �
AbZ

�

! D Log. Qx/� LogAb. Qx/D .h� hAb/
�
val. Qx/

�
:

In particular, the difference between the integrals is a Q-linear function of the valua-
tion of Qx. We will show that this fact, suitably interpreted, holds in general.

3.4.1. Non-Archimedean uniformization of abelian varieties
To study the general situation we will make use of the non-Archimedean analytic
uniformization of abelian varieties, in Berkovich’s language. The canonical references
are [15] and [16] (see also [5, Section 4] for a summary).
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Let A be an abelian variety over Cp , and let � W Ean! Aan be the topological
universal cover of Aan. Then Ean has the unique structure of a Cp-analytic group
(after choosing an identity element), and the kernelM 0 of � is canonically isomorphic
to �1.Aan/ D H1.A

an;Z/. Moreover, Ean is the analytification of an algebraic Cp-
group E , which is an extension of an abelian variety B with good reduction by a
torus T . This uniformization theory is summarized in the Raynaud uniformization
cross:

T an

M 0 Ean 	
Aan

Ban

(3.12)

Let M be the character lattice of T , so T D Spec.CpŒM �/. The abelian variety A has
a semiabelian OCp -model A whose special fiber NA fits into the short exact sequence

0�! NT �! NA�! NB �! 0;

where NT D Spec. NFpŒM �/ and NB is the reduction of B . Let OA be the p-adic comple-
tion of A , and let A0 D OA� be its analytic generic fiber. This is an analytic domain
subgroup in Aan which lifts in a unique way to an analytic domain subgroup in Ean.
It fits into the short exact sequence

0�! T0 �!A0 �!Ban �! 0; (3.13)

where T0 DM .CphM i/ is the affinoid torus inside of T an.
Let N D Hom.M;Z/ be the dual of the character lattice of T , with . � ; � / W N �

M ! Z the evaluation pairing. For u 2M , we let �u 2 CpŒM � denote the corre-
sponding character of T . We have a tropicalization map trop W T an!NR DHom.M;
R/ defined by .trop.k � k/; u/ D � logk�uk, where we regard T an as a space of
seminorms on CpŒM �. The map trop is surjective, continuous, and proper, and the
affinoid torus T0 is equal to trop�1.0/. We extend trop to all of Ean by declar-
ing that trop�1.0/ D A0. We have trop.E.Cp// D NQ D Hom.M;Q/, so the map
trop W E.Cp/! NQ is a surjective group homomorphism with kernel A0.Cp/. The
restriction of trop to M 0 �E.Cp/ is injective, and its image trop.M 0/�NQ is a full-
rank lattice in the real vector spaceNR. Let†D†.A/ be the real torusNR= trop.M/.
Since Aan is the quotient of Ean by the action of M 0, there exists a unique map
N� W Aan!† making the following exact diagram commute:
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A0 A0

0 M 0

tropŠ

Ean

trop

Aan

N�

0

0 trop.M 0/ NR † 0

(3.14)

The real torus † is called the skeleton of A; in fact there exists a canonical section
†! Aan of N� , and Aan deformation retracts onto its image [8, Section 6.5]. Letting
†Q D NQ= trop.M 0/ and taking Cp-points, we have a surjective homomorphism of
short exact sequences

0 M 0

tropŠ

E.Cp/

trop

A.Cp/

N�

0

0 trop.M 0/ NQ †Q 0

(3.15)

where A0.Cp/ is the kernel of the middle and right vertical arrows.

3.4.2. Comparison of the integrals
Since Ean is locally isomorphic to Aan, or since any invariant 1-form on Ean descends
to an invariant 1-form on Aan, we have canonical identifications

Lie.E/D Lie.A/ and �1inv.E/D�
1
A=Cp

.A/:

Since Ean is simply connected, by Example 3.7 we may define a homomorphism

logBC W E.Cp/�! Lie.A/; x 7!
BCZ x

0

:

Composing the abelian logarithm logA.Cp/ W A.Cp/! Lie.A/ with � W Ean ! Aan

yields

logAb W E.Cp/�! Lie.A/; x 7!
AbZ 	.x/

0

:

PROPOSITION 3.16
The difference

logBC� logAb W E.Cp/�! Lie.A/

between the two logarithms factors is
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E.Cp/
trop
��!NQ

L
�! Lie.A/;

where L is Q-linear.

We have the following interpretation of Proposition 3.16 in terms of paths. Let
 W Œ0; 1�!Aan be a path with .0/D 0 and .1/D x 2A.Cp/. Let e W Œ0; 1�!Ean

be the unique lift starting at 0, and let Qx De.1/ 2 E.Cp/. Then for ! 2�1
A=Cp

.A/,
we have

BCZ
�

! �
AbZ

�

! D
˝
L ı trop. Qx/;!

˛
; (3.17)

where h � ; � i denotes the pairing between Lie.A/ and �1
A=Cp

.A/. Because logAb van-
ishes on trop.M 0/�E.Cp/, the homomorphism L is uniquely determined by

˝
L ı trop. Qx/;!

˛
D

BCZ
�

! for  2 �1.A
an; 0/:

Proof of Proposition 3.16
Since A0.Cp/ D ker.trop W E.Cp/ � NQ/, the proof amounts to showing that
logBC D logAb on A0.Cp/. According to [55], the abelian integral on an abelian Cp-
Lie group G exists and is characterized by (3.9) whenever G has the property that
G=U is a torsion group for all open subgroups U of G. This property is satisfied
by A.Cp/. Since A0.Cp/ is an analytic domain in A.Cp/, it is an open subgroup of
A.Cp/ in the naïve analytic topology, so the property is also satisfied by A0.Cp/.
Hence, logAb jA0.Cp/ is characterized by the fact that it induces the identity map on
tangent spaces.

On the other hand, A0 is simply connected—the deformation retraction of Aan

onto † takes A0 onto ¹0º—so the Berkovich–Coleman integral on A0.Cp/ is path-
independent. Hence it suffices to show that logBC induces the identity map on
Lie.A0/ D Lie.A/. But 0 2 A has a neighborhood U isomorphic to an open unit
polydisc, so logBC can be calculated on U by formal antidifferentiation as in Sec-
tion 3.1.

Because N D 0 for abelian varieties of good reduction, we have the following.

COROLLARY 3.18
The Berkovich–Coleman and abelian integrals coincide on abelian varieties of good
reduction.
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Remark 3.19
Given a branch of the logarithm, Zarhin [55] defines an abelian integration theory for
any commutative Cp-algebraic group G. The proof of Proposition 3.16 shows that
the Berkovich–Coleman integral coincides with Zarhin’s integral on any G such that
Gan is simply connected and admits a neighborhood of 1 which is isomorphic to a
unit polydisc.

Proof of Proposition 3.10
The only part of Definition 3.1 that does not follow immediately from the definitions
is condition (1), the fundamental theorem of calculus on open polydiscs. Let U �Aan

be an open subdomain isomorphic to an open polydisc. As U is simply connected, it
lifts to an open subdomain eU � Ean which maps isomorphically onto U . By Propo-
sition 3.16, it suffices to show that trop.eU/ is a single point.

Choosing a basis for N , we can think of trop as a map Ean! Rn. As explained
in the paragraph after the statement in [16, Theorem 1.2], the extensions 0! T0!

A0! Ban! 0 and 0! T ! Ean! Ban! 0 split locally on Ban in a compatible
way. It follows that the coordinates of trop locally (on Ban) have the form � log jf j
for f an invertible function. Therefore the claim is a consequence of Lemma 3.20
below.

LEMMA 3.20
Let F W Bn.1/C! R be a continuous function which locally has the form F.x/ D

� log jf .x/j for an invertible function f . Then F is constant.

Proof
As Bn.1/C is covered by closed polydiscs of smaller radius, it suffices to prove the
lemma for the closed polydisc Bn.1/ instead. First we prove the lemma when nD 1.
Since F is locally of the form � log jf j, it is harmonic in the sense of [4, Defini-
tion 5.14]: this follows from the slope formula of [4, Theorem 5.15] and the fact that
harmonicity is a local condition. Therefore the mean value theorem applies, so F
attains its maximum on the Shilov boundary point � of B.1/. By the same reasoning
as applied to �F , we see that F also attains its minimum on �. Thus F is constant.

The general case follows from the above and these observations: (a) any two Cp-
points of Bn.1/ are in the image of an morphism B.1/! Bn.1/, and (b) the Cp-points
of Bn.1/ are dense in Bn.1/ by [8, Proposition 2.1.15].

We extract the following statement from the proof of Proposition 3.10.

PROPOSITION 3.21
Let 
 W Bn.1/C!Ean be a morphism. Then tropı
 W Bn.1/C!NR is constant.
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3.5. Integration on curves of any reduction type
Fix a smooth, proper, connected Cp-curve X of genus at least 1, let J be its Jacobian,
and let � W X ,! J be the Abel–Jacobi map defined with respect to a choice of base-
point x0 2X.Cp/. Note that �� W �1

J=Cp
.J /!�1

X=Cp
.X/ is an isomorphism which

does not depend on the choice of x0.
AsX an is a smooth analytic space, it has a Berkovich–Coleman integration theory

BCR , as explained in Section 3.2.

Definition 3.22
The abelian integral on X an is the map AbR

W P ��1
X=Cp

.X/!Cp defined by

AbZ
�

��! D
AbZ


ı�

!:

See [55] for a much more general construction along these lines.

LEMMA 3.23
The abelian integral is an integration theory on X an in the sense of Definition 3.1,
which is independent of the choice of basepoint x0.

Proof
The only statement that does not follow immediately from the definitions is condition
(1), which is a consequence of Proposition 3.21.

By Corollary 3.18, the Berkovich–Coleman and abelian integrals coincide onX an

when J has good reduction and, in particular, when X has good reduction. In the rest
of this section, we will make explicit the difference between the Berkovich–Coleman
and abelian integrals on a basic wide open subdomain in terms of the tropical Abel–
Jacobi map.

3.5.1. The tropical and algebraic Abel–Jacobi maps
Let � �X an be a skeleton of X with retraction map � W X an! � , as in Section 2.2.
The Jacobian of the metric graph � is the quotient J.�/DDiv0.�/=Prin.�/, where
Div0.�/ is the group of degree-zero divisors in � and Prin.�/ is the subgroup of
divisors of meromorphic functions on � (see Section 2.3). The Jacobian of � is a real
torus and is moreover a principally polarized tropical abelian variety in the sense of
[5, Section 3.7]. Fixing a basepoint P0 2 � , we define the tropical Abel–Jacobi map
ˇ W �! J.�/ by the usual formula

ˇ.P /D
�
.P /� .P0/

�
:
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Let †DNR= trop.M 0/ be the skeleton of J an, and let N� W J an!† be the retrac-
tion map, as in Section 3.4.1.

THEOREM 3.24 (Baker–Rabinoff theorem [5, Theorem 2.9, Proposition 5.3])
There is a canonical isomorphism †

�
�! J.�/ making the following square com-

mute:

Div0.X/

��

J an

N�

Div0.�/ J.�/ †
�

In other words, for D 2 Div0.X/, the point N�.ŒD�/ 2 † is identified with Œ��D� 2
J.�/.

Proof
This is the content in [5, Theorem 2.9, Proposition 5.3].

From now on we will implicitly identify J.�/ with †. In [5, Proposition 6.2] it
is shown that Theorem 3.24 is compatible (under retraction) with the algebraic and
tropical Abel–Jacobi maps.

PROPOSITION 3.25 (Baker–Rabinoff [5, Propostion 6.2])
Fix x0 2 X.Cp/ and P0 D �.x0/ 2 � , and let � W X ! J and ˇ W �!† be the cor-
responding Abel–Jacobi maps. Then the following square commutes:

X an 


�

J an

N�

�
ˇ

†

From now on we assume that the algebraic and tropical Abel–Jacobi maps are
taken with respect to compatible basepoints as in Proposition 3.25. Let V � � be a
simply connected open subgraph with edge lengths in Q, and let U D ��1.V /, an
open analytic domain in X an. For example, U could be a basic wide open subdomain.
As U is simply connected as well, the restriction of the Abel–Jacobi map � W X an!

J an to U lifts uniquely through the universal cover � W Ean ! J an to a morphism
Q� W U !Ean taking the basepoint to the origin. Since U nV is a disjoint union of open
discs, each retracting to a unique point of V , by Proposition 3.21 the composition
tropı Q� W U !NR factors through the retraction to the skeleton � W U ! V . Moreover,
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by Proposition 3.25 the restriction ě of tropı Q� to V is a lift of the restriction of
the tropical Abel–Jacobi map ˇ W � ! † to V through the universal covering map
NR!†. In summary, the following diagram is commutative:

U
Q





�

Ean
	

trop

J an

N�

V
ě

ˇ

NR †

(3.26)

The following result of Mikhalkin and Zharkov [40] (see also [3, Theorem 4.1])
says that the map ěW V !NR is very well behaved.

THEOREM 3.27 (Mikhalkin and Zharkov [40, Section 6])
The partial lift ěW V !NR of ˇ W �!† satisfies the following properties.
(1) If e � V is an edge such that � n e is disconnected, then ě is constant on e.
(2) If e � V is an edge such that � n e is connected, then ě is affine-linear on e

with rational slopes.
(3) Vertices of V map into NQ.
(4) ěsatisfies the tropical balancing condition.

The balancing condition in the last part of Theorem 3.27 roughly says that at any
vertex v 2 V , a weighted sum of the images of the tangent vectors at v under ě is
equal to zero. This implies, for instance, that if v has three adjacent edges e1; e2; e3,
then their images under ěare coplanar (see the end of [3, Section 3] for details).

3.5.2. Comparison of the integrals, bis
Now we are able to draw some consequences for integration on basic wide open
subdomains. Suppose that V is an open star neighborhood of a type-2 point � 2 �
as in Section 2.5, so that U D ��1.V / is a basic wide open subdomain. Recall that
deg.�/ denotes the valency of � as a vertex in � , which is at least 1 since a basic wide
open by definition has at least one end.

PROPOSITION 3.28
Let H ��1

X=Cp
.X/ be the subspace of those 1-forms ! such that BCR

�
! D

AbR
�
!

for all paths  W Œ0; 1�! U with endpoints in U.Cp/. Then the codimension of H in
�1
X=Cp

.X/ is strictly less than deg.�/.
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Proof
We are free to choose the basepoint x0 in U.Cp/ such that P0 D �.x0/ D �. We
choose the lift Q� W U !Ean of � such that Q�.x0/D 0. Since we can compose paths, we
have ! 2H if and only if BCR

� ! D
AbR

� ! for all paths  such that .0/D x0. As
U is simply connected, the Berkovich–Coleman integral is path-independent, so we
write BCR x

x0
! D

BCR
�
! for any path  from x0 to x 2 U.Cp/.

By Proposition 3.16 and (3.17), there is a linear map

L W NQ! Lie.J /DHom
�
�1X=Cp .X/;Cp

�
such that for all ! 2�1

X=Cp
.X/ and all x 2 U.Cp/, we have

BCZ x

x0

! �
AbZ x

x0

! D
˝
L ı trop

�
Q�.x/

�
;!
˛
:

By the balancing condition in Theorem 3.27, trop.Q�.U.Cp/// D ě.V / \ NQ spans
a Q-vector space of dimension at most deg.�/ � 1 (note that ě.�/ D 0 since � is
the basepoint of the tropical Abel–Jacobi map ˇ). Therefore the annihilator H of
L.trop.Q�.U.Cp//// has dimension strictly less than deg.�/.

If V � � is an open edge, then the open annulus U D ��1.V / is a basic wide
open subdomain with respect to any type-2 point � 2 V . In this case one has the
following slightly more precise variant of Proposition 3.28, recovering a result of
Stoll [49, Proposition 7.3].

PROPOSITION 3.29
Let e � � be an open edge, and let AD ��1.e/�X an, an open annulus. Choose an
identification AŠ S.$/C with the standard open annulus of inner radius j$ j and
outer radius 1. Then for all ! 2�1

X=Cp
.X/ there exists a.!/ 2Cp such that

BCZ y

x

! �
AbZ y

x

! D a.!/
�
val.y/� val.x/

�
for all x;y 2 S.$/C.Cp/. Moreover, ! 7! a.!/ is Cp-linear.

The proof is almost identical to that of Proposition 3.28 and is left to the reader.

Remark 3.30
We expect that the above results should make it possible to compute abelian integrals
on hyperelliptic curves of bad reduction in residue characteristic greater than 2. Such
curves have an explicit cover by hyperelliptic wide opens that can be obtained from
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their defining equations (see [49]). The Balakrishnan–Bradshaw–Kedlaya algorithm
[7] can be applied to such wide opens to compute Berkovich–Coleman integrals. After
determining the tropical Abel–Jacobi map through the use of tropical 1-forms (see
[40]), one can then obtain the abelian integrals.

4. Bounding zeros of integrals on wide opens
In this section, we leverage Proposition 2.22 to bound the number of zeros of the
Berkovich–Coleman integral of an exact 1-form ! D df on a basic wide open curve.
This amounts to relating the slopes of � logk!k to those of � log jf j on an annulus,
which we do in Proposition 4.7. To eventually obtain bounds depending essentially
only on the genus, we will also need a combinatorial argument about stable metric
graphs, which we make in Lemmas 4.14 and 4.15. The main result of the section is
Theorem 4.17.

In this section we work over K DCp .

4.1. Slopes on annuli
First, we recall the relationship between Newton polygons and slopes on the skeleton
of an annulus. Let $ 2 C�p with j$ j < 1, and recall that S.$/C denotes the open
annulus of outer radius 1 and inner radius j$ j. Let aD val.$/, the logarithmic mod-
ulus of S.$/C. An analytic function on S.$/C can be expressed as an infinite-tailed
Laurent series

P
n2Z anT

n with the property that

val.an/C nr!1 as n!˙1

for all r 2 .0; a/. For r 2 .0; a/, we set���XanT
n
���
r
Dmax

®
janj exp.�nr/

¯
:

This is a multiplicative seminorm which defines a point 	r 2 S.$/C. The map � W .0;
a/ ! S.$/C given by �.r/ D 	r is a continuous embedding and its image
†.S.$/C/� �..0; a// is by definition the skeleton of S.$/C.

Note that if f .T /D
P
anT

n is an analytic function on S.$/C, F D� log jf j,
and 	r D �.r/ 2†.S.$/C/, then by definition

F.	r/D� logkf kr Dmin
®
val.an/C nr W an ¤ 0

¯
: (4.1)

See Figure 2 for an illustration in terms of Newton polygons.
Recall that if v is a tangent direction at 	r , then dvF.	r/ denotes the slope of F

in the v direction.
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Figure 2. A possible Newton polygon of an analytic function f D
P
anT

n on an open annulus.
The dashed line is y C 1

2x D�1. If F D� log jf j, then F.	1=2/D�1, and dvF.	1=2/D 4 in
the notation of Lemma 4.2.

LEMMA 4.2
Let 	r D �.r/ 2 †.S.$/C/, and let v be the tangent direction at 	r defined by the
line segment �..0; r�/. Let f .T /D

P
anT

n be an analytic function on S.$/C, and
let F D� log jf j. Then

dvF.	r/D�max
®
n W val.an/C nr D F.	r/

¯
:

Proof
Let N Dmax¹n W val.an/C nr D F.	r/º. There exists a small � such that val.aN /C
Ns < val.an/C ns for all n¤N and all s 2 .r � �; r/. It follows that the restriction
of f to the subannulus

AD
®
� 2 S.$/C W � log

ˇ̌
T .�/

ˇ̌
2 .r � �; r/

¯
is invertible, with jf .�/j D jaN�N j for all � 2 A. Therefore the slope of � log jf j
along �..r � �; r// (in the positive direction) is equal to N by [4, Proposition 2.5(1)].

All of our bounds will be stated in terms of the following function Np.r;N0/.

Definition 4.3
Let r be a positive real number, let N0 be an integer, and let p be a prime. Define
Np.r;N0/ to be the smallest positive integer N such that for all n�N , one has

r.n�N0/ >
�

logp.n/
˘
: (4.4)
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Remark 4.5
The integer Np.r;N0/ gets larger as N0 increases and as r decreases, and it gets
smaller as p increases. Clearly

lim
s%r

Np.s;N0/DNp.r;N0/:

IfN0 � 0 andp �N0C2, thenNp.r;N0/DN0C1 because blogp.N0C 1/c D 0 < r .
One should think of Np.r;N0/ � N0 as the correction to the p-adic Rolle theorem
coming from the fact that 1=p has negative valuation (see Corollary 4.13 and see also
[48, Section 6] for a more sophisticated approach to the same problem). (Stoll’s cor-
rection factor ı. � ; � / is slightly better, but ours is easier to define.) We give an explicit
upper bound on Np.r;N0/ as follows. If N0 � 0, we take N D 1. Otherwise, write
N DN0 exp.u/ for u > 0. We want N �N0 > 1

r ln.p/ ln.N /; that is,

exp.u/� 1 >
ln.N /

N0r ln.p/
D

ln.N0/

N0r ln.p/
C

u

N0r ln.p/
:

Writing exp.u/� 1 > uC u2

2
and using u and u2 to bound each term on the right, it

suffices to pick

u�max
� ln.N0/

N0r ln.p/
;

2

N0r ln.p/

	
:

For N0 � 7, this gives

Np.r;N0/�
˙
N0 exp.u/



D
l
N0 exp

� 2

N0r ln.p/

	m
;

while for N0 � 8, we have

Np.r;N0/�
˙
N0 exp.u/



D dN

1C1=.N0r ln.p//
0 e:

If we suppose that r ln.p/� 1, then one checks case-by-case that

Np.r;N0/� 2N0 (4.6)

for all N0 � 1.

In the statement of the next proposition we will use the following notation (see
Figure 3):

X A smooth, proper, connected Cp-curve.
X A semistable OCp -model of X .
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Figure 3. Illustration of the notation used in Proposition 4.7. The interval represents the edge e,
which has length a.

� D �X �X
an, a skeleton of X in the sense of Section 2.2.

Ne � � , a closed interval with type-2 endpoints.
�˙ The endpoints of Ne.
v˙ The tangent direction at �˙ in the direction of e.
e D Ne n ¹�˙º, the open interval inside e.
A D ��1.e/Š S.$/C, an open annulus.
a D val.$/, the logarithmic modulus of A.

We choose an identification A Š S.$/C such that 	r ! �� as r ! 0, so 	r ! �C

as r ! a. If e is a loop edge, then �C D ��, and we define v˙ to be the two tan-
gent directions at �˙ in the direction of e. In what follows we use the formal metric
k � k on �1

X=Cp
induced by the sheaf of integral Rosenlicht differentials on X, as in

Section 2.4.

PROPOSITION 4.7
With the above notation, let ! 2 H 0.X;�1

X=Cp
/ be a nonzero global differential,

and suppose that ! is exact on A, so ! D df for an analytic function f on A. Let
F D � log jf j and F0 D � logk!k, and let N0 D dvCF0.�C/. Choose r 2 .0; a/,
and let vr be the tangent direction at 	r in the direction of ��. Then dvrF.	r/ �
Np.a� r;N0/.

Proof
Let T W A

�
�! S.$/C be the identification we chose above, so 	 ! �� as

� log jT .	/j ! 0. The restriction of ! toA has an infinite-tailed Laurent series expan-
sion of the form

! D
X
n2Z

anT
n dT

T
:

By Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15, for 	 2A one hasF0.	/D� logk!.	/k D� log j
P
an	

nj.
Using (4.1) and taking the limit as r! a, we obtain

F0.�C/D� log
��!.�C/��D inf

®
val.an/C na W an ¤ 0

¯
: (4.8)
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In particular, the right-hand side of this equation is finite. Since ! has finitely many
zeros onA, the Newton polygon N of

P
anT

n has finitely many segments with slope
in .�a; 0/. Therefore the infimum in (4.8) is achieved, and dvCF0.�C/D dvr0F0.	r 0/
for r 0 < a very close to a, where 	r 0 and vr 0 are defined as in the statement of the
proposition. From this and Lemma 4.2, as applied to

P
anT

n and 	r 0 with r 0! a,
one sees that

N0 D�max
®
n W val.an/C naD F0.�C/

¯
: (4.9)

Since df D !, we have

f D
X
n2Z

bnT
n D b0C

X
n¤0

an

n
T n

on A, where bn D an=n for n ¤ 0 and b0 2 Cp is some constant. According to
Lemma 4.2,

dvrF.	r/D�max
®
n W val.bn/C nr D F.	r/

¯
; (4.10)

where

F.	r/Dmin
®
val.bn/C nr W bn ¤ 0

¯
: (4.11)

The number N � Np.a � r;N0/ is positive, so if dvrF.	r/ � 0, then we are
done. Hence, we may assume dvrF.	r/ > 0, so that val.bn/C nr D F.	r/ implies
n < 0. Note that we are in a situation where the constant b0 plays no role. For n < 0
such that an ¤ 0, we have

val.bn/C nr D val.an/C na� val.n/� n.a� r/

� val.a�N0/�N0a� val.n/� n.a� r/

D val.a�N0/�N0r � val.n/� .nCN0/.a� r/

� val.a�N0/� val.�N0/�N0r � val.n/� .nCN0/.a� r/

D val.b�N0/�N0r � val.n/C .�n�N0/.a� r/

� F.	r/�
�

logp.�n/
˘
C .�n�N0/.a� r/:

Here we have used (4.8) and (4.9) in the first inequality and (4.10) and (4.11) in the
last (along with val.n/ � blogp.�n/c). It follows that when (4.4) is satisfied, then
val.bn/C nr > F.	r/ for n��N , so that N � dvrF.	r/.

We would like to apply Proposition 4.7 to arbitrary open annuli embedded inX an.
For this we need the following lemma.
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LEMMA 4.12
Let U � X an be an open subdomain isomorphic to an open annulus S.$/C. Then
there exists a skeleton � of X and an open edge e of � such that ��1.e/D U .

Proof
First we recall that if U 0 � X an is an open subdomain isomorphic to the open disc
B.1/C, then the closure ofU 0 isU 0q¹xº for a type-2 point x 2X an by [1, Lemma 3.3].

By [1, Lemma 3.6], the closure of U in X an is U q ¹x;yº, where x;y 2 X an

are points which are not necessarily distinct. We claim that x;y have type 2. This
claim reduces to the case of a disc by doing surgery on X an, as in the proof of [4,
Lemma 4.12(2)]. Briefly, one excises a closed subannulus from U and then caps the
ends of the remaining two open annuli by open discs. One obtains a new open set
U 0 Š B.1/CqB.1/C in a new curve X 0an, with x;y identified with the points in the
closures of the two open discs.

Let V be a semistable vertex set of X containing x and y. Such exists by [4,
Proposition 3.13(3)]. Let V 0 D V n U . Then X an n V 0 is again a disjoint union of
open discs and open annuli, one of which is U , so V 0 is a semistable vertex set. The
corresponding skeleton � has an open edge e � � \ U satisfying the conditions of
the lemma.

As an immediate consequence we recover a general version of the standard
Chabauty–Coleman bound for zeros of an antiderivative on an open disc, as found
(in a slightly stronger version) in [48, Proposition 6.3].

COROLLARY 4.13
Let B � X an be an open subset isomorphic to the open unit disc B.1/C, and choose
an isomorphism T W B! B.1/C. Let ! 2H 0.X;�1

X=Cp
/ be a nonzero global differ-

ential, and let N0 be the number of zeros of ! on B . Then ! D df for an analytic
function f on B , and for any r > 0, f has at mostNp.r;N0C1/ zeros on the subdisc
Br � ¹� 2B W � log jT .�/j> rº.

Proof
That ! is exact follows from the Poincaré lemma. Let g be an analytic function on
a disc B.1/C with finitely many zeros. By a classical Newton polygon argument, the
number of zeros of g on B.1/C is equal to the slope of � log jgj at the Gauss point
�r of the closed disc of radius exp.�r/ for r > 0 close to zero. Hence, the corollary
follows from Proposition 4.7 as applied to an annulus of logarithmic modulus a > r
contained in B , recalling that the slope of ! on an annulus is calculated with respect
to dT=T .
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4.2. Combinatorics of stable graphs
The minimal skeleton � D �min (in the sense of Section 2.2) of a curve of genus
g � 2 is the skeleton associated to a stable model. This implies that � is a connected
metric graph, with vertices x weighted by the genus g.x/, such that all vertices of
valency � 2 have positive weight. Such a metric graph is called stable.

In this subsection we make some (undoubtedly well-known) observations about
the combinatorics of stable vertex-weighted metric graphs .�;g/. We extend the
weight g to all points of � by setting g.x/ D 0 if x is not a vertex. Likewise, we
declare that the valency of a nonvertex x 2 � is deg.x/� 2. The genus of � is defined
via the genus formula (2.1): that is,

g.�/� h1.�/C
X
x2�

g.x/:

Recall in (2.17) that the canonical divisor on � is

K� �
X
x2�

�
2g.x/� 2C deg.x/

�
.x/:

The degree of K� is 2g.�/� 2, and since � is stable, K� is effective and has positive
multiplicity on every vertex.

LEMMA 4.14
Let .�;g/ be a stable vertex-weighted metric graph of genus g.�/� 2.
(1) � has at most 2g � 2 vertices.
(2) � has at most 3g � 3 edges and at most g loop edges.
(3) Every vertex of � has valency at most 2g.�/.

Proof
As mentioned above, the canonical divisor K� has degree 2g.�/� 2 and is effective,
with positive multiplicity on vertices. Since 2g.x/�2Cdeg.x/D 0 for x not a vertex,
K� is supported on the set of vertices. This proves (1). Letting V be the number of
vertices of � and E be the number of edges, we have h1.�/DE � V C 1, so

E D h1.�/C V � 1� g.�/C
�
2g.�/� 2

�
� 1D 3g.�/� 3:

Clearly a graph with more than g loop edges has genus greater than g, so this proves
(2). For (3), note that

2g.�/� 2D deg.K�/D
X�

2g.x/� 2C deg.x/
�
;

where the sum is taken over all vertices. Since each summand is positive, for a given
vertex x, we have 2g.x/� 2C deg.x/� 2g.�/� 2, so

deg.x/� 2g.�/� 2g.x/� 2g.�/:
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The following lemma does not require the weighted metric graph to be stable. It
plays the role of [49, Corollary 6.7], which is proved using an explicit calculation on
hyperelliptic curves.

LEMMA 4.15
Let .�;g/ be a vertex-weighted metric graph of genus g.�/. Let F be a tropical
meromorphic function on � such that div.F /CK� � 0. Then for all x 2 � and all
tangent directions v at x, we have jdvF.x/j � 2g.�/� 1. If K� is effective, that is,
if � has no genus-zero leaves, then we may replace 2g.�/� 1 by 2g.�/� 2.

Proof
We may assume that x is not a vertex and that F is differentiable at x. First we
assume that � has no leaves of genus zero, so that K� is effective. If F is constant
in a neighborhood of x, then we are done, so assume that this is not the case. Let
r D F.x/, let ��r D ¹y 2 � W F.y/ � rº, and define �<r similarly. Then ��r is a
subgraph of � , x is a leaf of ��r , and the tangent direction v at x in which F is
increasing points away from ��r . Let x1; : : : ; xn be the points on the boundary of
��r in � , and let ¹vij º be the tangent directions at xi in ��r . The degree of the
tropical meromorphic function F j��r on the metric graph ��r is zero, so we have

0D
X
y2��r

ordy.F /D�
X

dvijF.xi /C
X
y2�<r

ordy.F /;

since ordvij .F / is the incoming slope. As each �dvijF.xi / is nonnegative, we have

dvF.x/��
X

dvijF.xi /D�
X
y2�<r

ordy.F /:

Let my D 2g.y/� 2C deg.y/, the multiplicity of y in K� . Then ordy.F /Cmy � 0,
so �ordy.F /�my and hence,

�
X
y2�<r

ordy.F /�
X
y2�<r

my � 2g.�/� 2;

since K� has degree 2g.�/� 2 and my � 0 for y … �<r .
Now we drop the assumption that � has no genus-zero leaves. Let z be such a

leaf, let y be the first vertex along the edge adjoining z, that is, the first point along
this edge with my ¤ 0, and let e be the line segment joining y and z. The lemma is
easy to prove when � D e, so we assume this is not the case. Since mz D �1, the
incoming slope of F at z is at least 1. From this it follows that F is monotonically
increasing from y to z, and in particular, that the incoming slope of F at y is at
most �1. Letting � 0 D .� n e/[¹yº, this implies that F j�0 is a tropical meromorphic
function satisfying div.F j�0/CK�0 � 0.
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Figure 4. Illustration of Definition 4.16 and the proof of Theorem 4.17. The lines of standard
thickness represent an open star neighborhood V of � such that U D ��1.V /. The dotted lines
represent the smaller open star neighborhood Vr of � such that Ur D ��1.Vr /. The ends of U

(resp., Ur ) are �1; �2; �3 (resp., �01; �
0
2; �
0
3).

Let x 2 � . By repeatedly removing genus-zero leaf edges not containing x, we
may find a subgraph � 00 � � containing x with at most one genus-zero leaf edge e
(which then contains x by construction) such that F j�00 is a tropical meromorphic
function satisfying div.F j�00/CK�00 � 0. Note that g.� 00/D g.�/ and that � 0 has at
most one point z with mz < 0. If there is no such point, then the conclusion follows
from the special case above. Otherwise, we proceed as before. Because mz D�1, we
obtain

�
X

y2.�00/<r

ordy.F /�
X

y2.�00/<r

my � 2g.�
00/� 2C 1D 2g.�/� 1:

4.3. Bounding zeros on wide opens
LetU be a basic wide open subdomain ofX an with central point �, underlying affinoid
Y , and annuli A1; : : : ;Ad , as in Section 2.5. Suppose that U is defined with respect
to a star neighborhood in a skeleton � .

Definition 4.16
The thickness of U is min¹a1; : : : ; ad º, where ai is the logarithmic modulus of Ai .

Let a be the thickness of U . For r 2 .0; a/\Q, we let Ur denote the basic wide
open subdomain inside of U obtained by deleting a half-open annulus of logarithmic
modulus r from each Ai , as in Figure 4.

THEOREM 4.17
With the above notation, let ! 2H 0.X;�1

X=Cp
/ be a nonzero global differential, and
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suppose that ! is exact on U , so ! D df for an analytic function f on U . Then f has
at most deg.�/Np.r; 2g� 1/ geometric zeros, counted with multiplicity, on Ur , where
deg.�/ is the valency of � in � . If U is defined with respect to a star neighborhood in
a skeleton with no genus-zero leaves, then we may replace 2g � 1 by 2g � 2.

Proof
Let F0 D� logk!k, and let F D� log jf j, as in the statement of Proposition 4.7. As
explained in Section 2.4.2, F0 is a section of the tropical canonical bundle on � ; that
is, it satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.15. Hence, the absolute value of the slope
of F0 in any direction at any point of � is at most 2g � 1, or 2g � 2 if � has no
genus-zero leaves. In the latter case one may replace 2g � 1 by 2g � 2 everywhere
below.

Let d D deg.�/, let �1; : : : ; �d (resp., �01; : : : ; �
0
d

) be the ends of U (resp., Ur ), and
let vi (resp., v0i ) be the tangent direction at �i (resp., �0i ) pointing in the direction of
the central point �, as in Figure 4. By the above, we have dviF.�i / � 2g � 1 for all
i D 1; : : : ; d . By Proposition 4.7,

dv0
i
F.�0i /�Np

�
r; dviF.�i /

�
�Np.r; 2g � 1/

for all i D 1; : : : ; d . By Proposition 2.22, then,

deg
�

div.f jUr /
�
D

dX
iD1

dv0
i
F.�0i /� dNp.r; 2g � 1/:

The following corollary plays the role of [49, Proposition 7.7], with the slope
bound of Lemma 4.15 replacing [49, Corollary 6.7].

COROLLARY 4.18
In the setting of Theorem 4.17, if U is an open annulus, then f has at most 2Np.r;
2g � 1/ zeros on Ur .

By Lemma 4.12, any open subdomain U �X an which is isomorphic to an open
annulus has the form ��1.e/ for an open edge e of some skeleton � of X . This is a
basic wide open subdomain with respect to the star neighborhood e of the midpoint �
of e. Therefore Corollary 4.18 applies to any embedded open annulus.

5. Uniform bounds
In this section we use the following notation:

K A local field of characteristic 0.
$ A uniformizer of K.
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k The residue field of K.
p The characteristic of k.
q The number of elements of k.
e The ramification degree of OK over Zp .
X A smooth, proper, geometrically connected curve over K.
g The genus of X , assumed to be � 2.
J The Jacobian of X .
� W X ,! J , an Abel–Jacobi map defined over K.

We normalize the valuation on K such that val.p/ D 1, and we fix an isometric
embedding K ,!Cp . Recall that Np. � ; � / is defined in Definition 4.3.

5.1. Uniform bounds on K-rational points
In the following theorem we combine Corollary 4.18 and [49, Proposition 5.3] to
obtain uniform bounds on the number of K-points of X mapping into a subgroup of
J.K/ of a given rank �. This generalizes [49, Theorem 9.1].

THEOREM 5.1
Let G � J.K/ be a subgroup of rank � � g � 3. Then,

#��1.G/� .5qgC 6g � 2q � 8/Np.1=e; 2g � 1/:

Proof
We will use X an to denote the Cp-analytic space .X ˝K Cp/an. Let V be the annihi-
lator inH 0.XCp ;�

1
XCp =Cp

/DH 0.JCp ;�
1
JCp =Cp

/ of logJ.Cp/.G/, with the notation
in Section 3.3. By the standard Chabauty–Coleman calculation, V has dimension at
least g � � � 3. Moreover, for ! 2 V we have AbR y

x
! D 0 for all x;y 2 ��1.G/.

Let B � X an be an open subdomain defined over K which is K-isomorphic
to the open unit disc B.1/C. Suppose that there exists x 2 X.K/ \ B . There is an
isomorphism T W B

�
�! B.1/C such that x 7! 0 and B \ X.K/ is identified with

$OK . In particular, B \X.K/�Br � ¹� 2 B W � log jT .�/j> rº for all r < 1
e

. For
any nonzero ! 2 V , there is a unique analytic function f on B such that df D !
and f .x/D 0. For y 2 B.Cp/, we have AbR y

x ! D
BCR y

x ! D f .y/. Hence points of
��1.G/ in B are zeros of f , so

#��1.G/\B � lim
r%1=e

Np.r; 2g � 1/DNp.1=e; 2g � 1/ (5.2)

by Corollary 4.13.
Now letA�X an be an open subdomain defined overK which isK-isomorphic to

an open annulus S.$b/C for b � 1. Then A\X.K/�Ar � ¹� 2A W � log jT .�/j 2
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.r; b=e � r/º for all r < 1
e

as above. Suppose that there exists x 2 A \ X.K/. This

implies that b � 2. Choose ! 2 V nonzero which is exact onA and such that BCR
� ! D

AbR
� ! for all paths  . This is possible because both are codimension-one conditions

on !: namely, that Res.!/D 0 in the notation of Section 2.6 and that a.!/D 0 in the
notation of Proposition 3.29. As above, there is an analytic function f on A such that
df D ! and all points of ��1.G/ in A are zeros of f . By Corollary 4.18, then,

#��1.G/\A� lim
r%1=e

2Np.r; 2g � 1/D 2Np.1=e; 2g � 1/: (5.3)

By [49, Proposition 5.3], there exists t 2 ¹0; 1; 2; : : : ; gº such that X.K/ is cov-
ered by at most .5qC2/.g�1/�3q.t �1/ embedded open discs and at most embed-
ded 2g � 3C t open annuli, all defined over K . Using (5.2) and (5.3), then, we have

#��1.G/�
�
.5qC 2/.g � 1/� 3q.t � 1/

�
Np.1=e; 2g � 1/

C 2.2g � 3C t /Np.1=e; 2g � 1/

�
�
.5qC 2/.g � 1/� 3q.t � 1/C 4g � 6C 2t

�
Np.1=e; 2g � 1/

� .5qgC 6g � 2q � 8/Np.1=e; 2g � 1/;

where the third inequality holds because the quantity is maximized at t D 0.

Suppose now that X is defined over a number field F . Let p be a prime of F over
2, and letK D Fp. The number q of elements of the residue field k of Fp and the ram-
ification degree of Fp over Z2 are both bounded in terms of the degree ŒK WQ�. Apply-
ing Theorem 5.1 with G D J.F / yields Theorem 1.1, and applying Theorem 5.1 with
G D J.F /tors yields Theorem 1.2.

Remark 5.4
It should be possible to refine the bound of Theorem 5.1 to include the rank �, as in
[49, Theorem 8.1], although it is not obvious how to generalize Corollary 4.18 in this
way.

5.2. Uniform bounds on geometric torsion packets
In the following theorem, the Abel–Jacobi map � WX ,! J need only be defined over
Cp . The requirement that X be defined over K and not just over Cp is only used
to bound from below the minimum length of an edge in a skeleton � ; the resulting
bounds depend on K only through its ramification degree over Zp . We set

E.g;p/�

´
# GSp2g.F5/ if p¤ 5;

# GSp2g.F7/ if pD 5:
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Note that

# GSp2g.F`/D .`
2g � 1/.`2g�2 � 1/ � � � .`2 � 1/ � `g

2

� .`� 1/ < `2g
2CgC1

for any prime `.

THEOREM 5.5
Let � be the minimal skeleton of XCp , considered as a vertex-weighted metric graph.
(1) If g > 2g.v/C deg.v/ for all vertices v of � , then

#��1
�
J.Cp/tors

�
� .16g2 � 12g/Np

��
4eE.g;p/

��1
; 2g � 2

�
:

(2) If g > 2g.v/C 2deg.v/� 2 for all vertices v of � , then

#��1
�
J.Cp/tors

�
� .8g � 6/Np

��
4eE.g;p/

��1
; 2g � 2

�
:

Note that the bounds only depend on p through the correction factor Np. � ; � /,
which can be removed by recalling that N2. � ; � /�Np. � ; � /.

Proof
First suppose that X admits a split stable model X over OK , so that � D �X. The
hypotheses imply that X does not have good reduction, namely, that � is not a point.
Let � 0 denote the metric graph obtained from � by adding a vertex at the midpoint
of each loop edge. Since � is stable, 2g.v/ C deg.v/ � 3 for all vertices v of � ,
and 2g.v/C deg.v/D 2 if v is a midpoint of a loop edge, so g > 2g.v/C deg.v/
for all vertices of � 0. Note that � 0 has at most 3g � 2 vertices and 4g � 3 edges by
Lemma 4.14. Since our model X is split, each edge of � 0 has length at least 1=2e.

For each vertex v of � 0, let Sv denote the union of v and all open edges adja-
cent to v, and let Uv D ��1.Sv/. Then Uv is a basic wide open subdomain of X an

of thickness (see Definition 4.16) at least 1=2e. By Theorem 2.24 the space Vv �
H 0.XCp ;�

1
XCp =Cp

/ of 1-forms ! which are exact on Uv has dimension at least

dim.Vv/� g �
�
2g.v/� 1C deg.v/

�
� 2:

Let � be an open edge of � 0 adjacent to v, and let Uv;� D ��1.¹vº[�/� Uv , the union
of the underlying affinoid of Uv with the open annulus ��1.�/. By Proposition 3.29,
there exists a nonzero differential ! 2 Vv such that BCR y

x
! D

AbR y
x
! for all x;y 2

Uv;�.Cp/.
Suppose that there exists x0 2 Uv;�.Cp/ such that �.x0/ 2 J.Cp/tors. Since ! is

exact, we have ! D df for an analytic function f on Uv such that f .x0/D 0. Since

f .y/D
BCZ y

x0

! D
AbZ y

x0

! D
˝
logJ.Cp/

�
�.y/� �.x0/

�
;!
˛
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for y 2 Uv;�.Cp/ and since logJ.Cp/ vanishes on J.Cp/tors, we have f .y/D 0 for all
y 2 ��1.J.Cp/tors/\Uv;� . Choose r 2 .0; 1=4e/, define Uv;r � Uv as in Section 4.3,
and let Uv;�;r D Uv;r \Uv;� . Then,

#
�
��1
�
J.Cp/tors

�
\Uv;�;r

�
� deg

�
div.f jUv;�;r /

�
� deg

�
div.f jUv;r /

�
� 2gNp.r; 2g � 2/; (5.6)

where we have used Theorem 4.17 and Lemma 4.14(3) for the final inequality. We
haveX an D

S
v;� Uv;�;r , where the union is taken over all vertices v of � 0 and all open

edges � adjacent to v, and where r 2 .0; 1=4e/ (recall that 1=4e is half the minimum
length of an edge). The number of pairs .v; �/ consisting of a vertex and an adjacent
edge is equal to twice the number of edges, which is at most 8g � 6. Therefore,

#��1
�
J.Cp/tors

�
� .8g � 6/.2g/Np.r; 2g � 2/

for all r < 1=4e. Taking the limit as r% 1=4e yields assertion (1) in this case.
Now suppose that g > 2g.v/C 2deg.v/� 2 for all vertices v of � (hence of � 0).

Then dim.Vv/ � deg.v/, so by Proposition 3.28, there exists a nonzero differential
! 2 Vv such that BCR y

x
! D

AbR y
x
! for all x;y 2 Uv.Cp/. Proceeding as above, we

see that

#
�
��1
�
J.Cp/tors

�
\Uv;r

�
� deg.v/Np.r; 2g � 2/

for all r 2 .0; 1=4e/. Using the facts that X an D
S
v Uv;r and that

P
v deg.v/ is twice

the number of edges in � 0, we have

#��1
�
J.Cp/tors

�
�
X
v

deg.v/Np.r; 2g � 2/� .8g � 6/Np.r; 2g � 2/:

Taking the limit as r% 1=4e completes the proof in this case.
Finally, we reduce to the case when X admits a split stable model over K by

making a potentially ramified field extension K 0=K . By [33, Theorem 2.4], X admits
a stable model over OK if and only if its Jacobian J has stable reduction, that is, if
and only if the connected component of the special fiber of the Néron model of JK
is semiabelian. By [47, Corollary 6.3], for any prime ` � 5 which is coprime to p,
if K 00 DK.J Œ`�/, then JK00 admits a stable model. Since J is principally polarized,
Gal.K 00=K/ � GSp2g.F`/. Choosing ` D 5 or, if p D 5, ` D 7, gives ŒK 00 W K� �
E.g;p/. In particular, the ramification degree of K 00=K is at most E.g;p/, so the
ramification degree of K 00=Zp is at most eE.g;p/. The stable model of XK00 may
not be split, but it can be made split by trivializing the action of Gal. Nk=k/ on the
geometric skeleton � . This results in an unramified extension K 0 of K 00. Now we
apply the above argument to the curve XK0 .
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Remark 5.7
The hypotheses of Theorem 5.5(1) are satisfied if X is a Mumford curve of genus g
and all vertices of � have valency at most g � 1, namely, if g � 4 and � is trivalent.
The hypotheses of Theorem 5.5(2) are satisfied if X is a Mumford curve of genus g
and all vertices of � have valency at most g=2, namely, if g � 6 and � is trivalent.
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